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ABSTRACT
Neural networks have become increasingly popular for language modelling and within these large and deep models, overfitting, and gradient remains an important problem that heavily influences the model performance. As long short-term memory (LSTM) and bidirectional long short-term memory (BILSTM) individually solve long-term dependencies in sequential data, the combination of both LSTM and BILSTM in hierarchical gives added reliability to minimise the gradient, overfitting, and long learning issues. Hence, this paper presents four different architectures such as the Enhanced Deep Hierarchal LSTM & BILSTM (EDHLB), EDHBL, EDHLL & EDHBB has been developed. The experimental evaluation of a deep hierarchical network with spatial and temporal features selects good results for four different models. The average accuracy of EDHLB is 92.12%, EDHBL is 93.13, EDHLL is 94.14% & EDHBB is 93.19% and the accuracy level obtained for the basic models such as the LSTM, which is 74% and BILSTM, which is 77%. By evaluating all the models, EDHBL performs better than other models, with an average efficiency of 94.14% and a good accuracy rate of 95.7%. Moreover, the accuracy for the collected Tamil emotional dataset, such as happiness, fear, anger, sadness, and neutral emotions indicates 100% accuracy in a cross-fold matrix. Emotions such as disgust show around 80% efficiency. Lastly, boredom shows 75% accuracy. Moreover, the training time and evaluation time utilised by EDHBL is less when compared with the other models. Therefore, the experimental analysis shows EDHBL as superior to the other models on the collected Tamil emotional dataset. When compared with the basic models, it has attained 20% more efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION
A majority of natural speech processing strategies, such as voice-activated methods and chatbots, call for speech to be considered suggestions. Usually, the basic treatment is to initially transform this speech type into textual content by using Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) methods and next rub other learning operations or classification followed by the ASR content paper. Convolutional neural network (CNN), in addition to the pre-trained phrase vectors for sentence-level distinction and also accomplish state-of-the-art outcomes on several benchmarks. CNNs are used for text groups, and it has proved similar outcomes towards standard versions as bag full of words, n-grams and their term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF IDF) versions, ConvNets based on the words, and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN).

Human-computer interactions are used to acquire additional active and personalised as computer systems develop as part of predicting the present mental status of the man speaker, aiding them in distinguishing various contextual meanings of the identical terms. ASR resolves variants in a speech from diverse people using probabilistic acoustic plus words designs, which results in speech transcriptions and makes the speaker impartial. This approach will be acceptable enough for many programs but has an undesired consequence for methods that depend on understanding the planned emotion in the speech to operate properly.

State-of-the-art ASR methods create outputs with good precision but shed a considerable quantity of information that hinted at emotions offered by speech. This specific gap has led Speech-based Emotion Recognition (SER) devices to turn into a location of fascinating exploration for several decades. Speech is among the organic methods for people to convey individual emotions.

The features of Long short-term memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional LSTM (BILSTM) have been investigated in this study for emotional voice recognition using a Tamil emotional information collection and an appropriate clustering technique. Different user-defined classification techniques are used end-to-end to identify data sets using Connectionist temporal classification (CTC). The group in emotional voice recognition and machine learning collaborated for this project. The technique provides a concise overview of RNN and its layers and the function extraction variables used. The dataset array and its specifics were then briefly identified. Finally, the analysis output and results were recorded using five different testing datasets, followed by a hypothesis and analysis compared with the other designs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A common SER structure operates on removing options such as spectral characteristics, pitch frequency functions, formant characteristics and effort associated capabilities coming
from speech (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997; Zhou et al., 2016; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Graves et al., 2013; Sak et al., 2014). These were observed using a distinction process to forecast a variety of instructional classes of emotion such as Bayesian Network Model (BNM), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Gaussian Mixture Model and the Multi Classifier Fusion. In addition, there are several methods utilised in conventional category projects (Liu et al., 2018; Cummins et al., 2017; Mustaqeem & Kwon, 2020; Mannepalli et al., 2016a; Hussain et al., 2020). Studying powerful RNN models and their novelty within the machine learning group is an extremely energetic analysis issue. RNNs resemble LSTMs and are presented as topics for some experiments and alterations during the earlier decade (Huang et al., 2019; Khan et al., 2019; Karim et al., 2019).

This specific evolution has very recently resulted in a novel structure known as Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), which simplifies the complicated LSTM mobile layout. In addition, the Deep Learning methods used in earlier years have contributed breakthroughs in natural speech understanding (NLU) (Alias et al., 2016; Sastry et al., 2016; Mannepalli et al., 2016b). Nevertheless, the applicability of RNN is minimal based on two factors. First, the CTC technique has become beneficial in positioning among feedback and the resulting labelling that is unfamiliar (Zhang et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2017; Li et al., 2014; Rao et al., 2018).

For any long-term dependencies in information where the gap involves the pertinent information and the location exactly where it is required is large, and RNNs have minimal consumption (Srivastava et al., 2014; Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015; Park et al., 2019). As a result, a specific criterion in RNN, the LSTM architecture networks, are released. LSTMs are usually created to focus on long-term dependencies on collected datasets. LSTM has proved in many situations to be good at speech identification responsibilities in which the specific recollection of LSTMs cells is utilised to determine longer dependencies. GRUs can also be created for long-range dependencies as it works well with sequential details as do LSTMs (Liu et al., 2014; Rao & Kishore, 2016; Schwarz et al., 2015). Deep Belief Networks (DBN) for emotional speech recognition has displayed a tremendous enhancement above basic designs which do not make use of deep learning, and that implies nonlinear with high order associations, which were much more effective when prepared for emotion speech recognition (Ravanelli et al., 2016; Kishore & Prasad, 2016; Ravanelli et al., 2017). Deep neural network extreme learning machine (DNN ELM) uses utterance level features from segment level chances distributions plus an individual hidden level neural net to recognise utterance amount feelings. However, enhancement of accuracies had been restricted. Bidirectional LSTM designs are meant to instruct the characteristic sequences. They have also accomplished an emotion recognition precision of 62.8% within the interactive emotional dyadic motion capture (IEMOCAP) dataset, a tremendous enhancement across
DNN ELM. CNNs in deep conjunction with LSTMs managed to attain good outcomes within the IEMOCAP dataset. Recently, scientists have already commenced exploring the usage of multimodal functions for emotion recognition.

**Data Augmentation**

In order to procedure information, waveform sound changes to spectrogram and nourishes neural networking to produce output. The standard way to do data augmentation is generally given waveform and other strategies that adjust spectrogram (Park et al., 2019). It presented a spectrogram, which can see it as a picture in which the x-axis is normally the period while the y-axis is considered the frequency. Understandably, it obtains a better training rate as it conveys information transformation among waveform information to spectrogram information and augments spectrogram information. Later SpecAugment for information augmentation were found in speech recognition (Park et al., 2019). There are three standard methods to augment information.

First, Time Warping is a unique factor that will likely be identified and warping to either right or left with a distance chosen from consistent distribution from zero on the moment warp parameter $W$ of that particular series.

Second, Frequency Masking is where the frequency stations $[f_0, f_0 + f]$ will be masked and $f$ can be selected using a consistent division by zero on the frequency conceal parameter $F$, and also $f_0$ might be selected through $(0, \nu \ f)$ wherein $\nu$ is the number of frequency networks.

Third, Moment Masking with $t$ consecutive period measures $[t_0, t_0 + t]$ will be masked, and $t$ can be selected from a consistent division from zero on the moment mask parameter $T$, and $t_0$ is selected from $[0, \tau \ t)$.

**Feature Extraction**

**Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs).** These are a parametric representation of the speech signal, widely used around automated speech recognition, though they have turned out to achieve success for remaining functions too; some of them are speaker identification and emotion recognition (Mannepalli et al., 2016a). It is recognised for being robust to all of the features for virtually any kind of speech activity. A Mel will be a product of measuring recognised frequency or pitch associated with an overall tone. Mapping upon the Mel-scale, which can be an adaptation on the Hertz scale for frequency to the man’s feeling of hearing, MFCCs identify a signal characterisation closer to man’s belief. They are estimated using a Mel scale filtration bank on the Fourier transform associated with a windowed signal. As a result, a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) converts the logarithmical spectrum directly into a cepstrum using Equation 1 given as follows:
Mel filtering banks are composed of overlapping triangular screens from the cut of wavelengths based on the middle wavelengths of the two adjacent filters. The air filters have been arranged linearly with spaced middle wavelengths and restored band breadth over the Mel dimensions. The logarithms have the impact of modifying multiplication to the inclusion of addition.

**Spectral Centroid.** The spectral centroid is a degree utilised within electronic signal processing to represent a spectrum. It recommends where the centre of mass on the spectrum is located. Perceptually, it has a strong relationship which gives a feeling of enhancement of a noise. It is used to relate the median on the spectrum, where it represents another statistic, and the gap between them is the same as the real difference between the unweighted median and mean reports. Since each of these tends to be actions of main inclination, the addition of certain circumstances that exhibit some identical behaviour. However, the regular acoustic spectra are randomly distributed, and the two parameters usually provide strong and distinct values. The analysis reveals that the mean will be a greater match compared to the median. It is estimated that since the weighted hostile is estimated with the help of Fourier transform, with the magnitudes of their weights (Equation 2):

\[
C_{\text{centroid}} = \frac{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} f(n) x(n)}{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n)} \tag{2}
\]

Here \(x(n)\) belongs to the weighted frequency level or maybe magnitude of bin quantity \(n\), and then \(f(n)\) belongs to the middle frequency of that bin.

**Spectral Crest.** The crest element is a variable of any wave function, such as alternating sound or current, which displays good standards’ correlation with the actual value. The crest element signifies precisely how severely the peaks are represented in a waveform. Crest point one specifies the number of peaks, such as immediate current or even a square wave. Greater crest variables suggest peaks, such as audio waves generally, which have higher crest elements. The Crest factor may be the highest amplitude on the waveform split through the RMS benefit of the waveform (Alias et al., 2016). It corresponds to the ratio on the \(L_{\infty}\) standard on the \(L_2\) norm on the parameters within the waveform (Equation 3):

\[
C = \frac{|x_{\text{peak}}|}{\sigma_{\text{rms}}} = \frac{\|x\|_{\infty}}{\|x\|_2} \tag{3}
\]
Spectral Entropy (SEN). It is a distributive type of Shannon’s entropy, and it has the energy spectrum amplitude parts on the time frame sequence required for entropy analysis. It quantifies the spectral intricacy of the EEG signal. Shannon’s Entropy (ShEn) would measure the collection of relational variables that change linearly, together with the logarithm belonging to the number of options. It is also a degree of information spread and is most often accustomed to evaluating the dynamic purchase. SEN is normally acquired by multiplying the strength in every frequency by the logarithm of the very same energy, so the item is multiplied by one. The SEN is provided by Equation 4,

\[
SEN = \sum_f p_f \log \left( \frac{1}{p_f} \right)
\]  

Spectral Flatness. It is a degree utilised majorly in electronic signal processing to analyse a sound spectrum, and it is measured in decibels. It also provides the means to identify just how to tone such a sound instead of becoming noise-like parameters. The significance of the tonal within this context is within the experience of volume in peaks or maybe a resonant framework on a strength spectrum instead of the dull spectrum associated with white noise. A substantial spectral flatness suggests the spectrum has a comparable quantity of energy in most spectral bands, and this also would seem much like white noise. Therefore, the graph on the spectrum would seem to be at a perfect level and sleek. A reduced spectral flatness suggests that the spectral strength is concentrated in essentially a few of the bands, and this will usually seem like a blend of sine waves. The spectrum would seem sharply spiked. The spectral flatness is estimated by getting a ratio of the geometric norm of the power spectrum through the arithmetic median on the power spectrum (Equation 5), i.e.

\[
\text{Flatness} = \exp \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \ln x(n) \right) \frac{1}{\left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \ln x(n) \right)}
\]

Here x(n) belongs to the magnitude of bin quantity n. It is necessary to be aware that when an individual (or more) cleans out a bin will yield a flatness of zero, and therefore the measure is most helpful when receptacles are not null.

Spectral Flux. It is the method for spectral modification among two successive frames. First, the squared distinction between the normalised magnitudes and the spectra on the two successive short-term windows is calculated: the ‘ith’ normalised DFT coefficient in the ‘ith’ frame. Then, the spectral flux will continue to be applied within the following Equation 6:
The histograms represent the mean valuation of spectral flux progression of segments through two classes: i) speech and ii) music. It may be observed that the values of spectral flux are bigger with the speech type. It is anticipated that the local spectral adjustments are more regular using speech data due to the fast conversion with phonemes, and several of them are quasi-periodic. However, others are associated with a loud nature.

**Spectral Skewness.** The level of asymmetry of the frequency division of band energy talks about the spectrum skewness. A skewness worth zero will show that the spectrum band power is equally dispersed earlier and beneath the spectrum centroid frequency. Adverse skewness suggests that much more band power will occur over the centroid. Excellent skewness suggests that much more band power occurs beneath the centroid (Equation 7).

$$\bar{\mu}_3 = \frac{[X - \mu]^3}{E[X - \mu]^3} \quad [7]$$

Where $\mu$ represent the mean, the standard deviation as $\sigma$, the $\mu_3$ moment of the third centroid, and $E$ is the expected operator.

**Spectral Slope.** It is a degree of dependency on the reflectance over the wavelength. Several organic acoustic impulses hold the inclination of a lot less power during the fact and high frequencies, which this particular pitch has and is connected to the dynamics of an audio source of energy. One method is to quantify the use of linear regression on the Fourier magnitude spectrum on the signal. That will create a single amount indicating the incline on the line-of-best-fit from the spectral information. In signal processing, it is a degree of just how efficiently the spectrum of an audio sound tail from towards the high wavelengths, estimated utilising a linear regression (Equation 8).

$$S = \frac{R_{F_1} - R_{F_0}}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_0} \quad [8]$$

It is where $R_{F_1}$, $R_{F_0}$ gives the reflectance value and filters $F_0$, $F_1$ and $\lambda_0, \lambda_1$ as central wavelength.

**Dataset Collection**

Mobile applications are used to monitor psychological speech signals for research and training. Both signals are mono signals with a 44KHz frequency. The data recorded has
been used to achieve the prediction goal. The speech data comes from ten different male and female speakers. Every performer must repeat each expression ten times in various emotions such as anger, disgust, fear, sorrow, happiness, normal and boredom. Female and male speakers claim a sample of 1400 cognitive speech data sets. As it is the concept flow study, these samples were analysed. In addition, learners of skills have taken samples based on sentences. The samples were obtained with co-working spaces staff to assess their feelings throughout the therapy period to obtain the research objective.

A total of 350 samples were collected, and five datasets were made randomly with fifty samples in each dataset with about the same 44KHz that use the same mobile apps. As a result, these five datasets with fifty samples in each dataset were used to try and figure out how faculty members felt about functioning together. Since professional actors gathered the coaching knowledge base, the emotional appraisal database could be identified with great sensitivity and efficiency using Tamil emotional specifics as a base.

**LSTM & BILSTM Network Architecture**

A standard recurrent neural community (RNN) iterates the following formulae from \( t = 1 \) to \( T \) to compute the hidden vector sequence \( h = (h_1, \ldots, h_T) \) and the paper vector sequence \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_T) \) given an input sequence \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_T) \) (Equations 9 & 10) (Mustaqeem et al. 2020).

\[
h_t = H(W_{xh}x_t + W_{hh}h_{t-1} + b_h), \quad [9]
\]

\[
y_t = W_{hy}h_t + b_y. \quad [10]
\]

The \( W \) requirements signify weights matrix multiplication (for example, \( W_{xh} \) is the input hidden weight matrix). At the same time, the \( b \) conditions denote bias vectors (for example, \( b_h \) is the main bias vector \( H \) and could be the embedded level feature (Chen et al., 2015; Weninger et al., 2015; Erdogan et al., 2015; Eyben et al., 2013; Pascanu et al., 2013).

In most cases, \( H \) is an elementwise program with a hidden layer. It was learned that its Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture stores information in purpose-built
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**Figure 1.** Sequential LSTM layer internal architecture
memory cells, which are good to find and exploit for longer range meaning. Figure 1 displays a one-of-a-kind LSTM memory cell. The subsequent recursive method is used to apply [twelve] \( H \) to the LSTM version added to this paper (Equations 11-15).

\[
i_t = \sigma (W_{xi}x_t + W_{hi}h_{t-1} + W_{ci}c_{t-1} + b_i) \tag{11}
\]

\[
f_t = \sigma (W_{xf}x_t + W_{hf}h_{t-1} + W_{cf}c_{t-1} + b_f) \tag{12}
\]

\[
c_t = f_tc_{t-1} + i_t \tanh (W_{xc}x_t + W_{hc}h_{t-1} + b_c) \tag{13}
\]

\[
o_t = \sigma (W_{xo}x_t + W_{ho}h_{t-1} + W_{co}c_t + b_o) \tag{14}
\]

\[
h_t = o_t \tanh(c_t) \tag{15}
\]

Where \( \sigma \) is the logistic sigmoid function, and \( i, f, o \) and \( c \) are the forms for the input gate, forget gate, output gate and cell activation in the vectors, are nearly the same measurements as the hidden parameter \( h \). Since the weight matrices from modular to gate functions (e.g. \( W_{si} \)) are diagonal, each gate vector’s component \( m \) only takes messages from object \( m \), mostly on the cell vector.

Modern RNNs have the disadvantage of being unable to use past meaning. However, there is no excuse not to use potential meaning in speech recognition, where full statements are compiled simultaneously. Bidirectional RNNs (BRNNs) [thirteen] do this by storing data in one direction with two separate hidden rates and then feeding it forward on the same paper sheet. For example, a BRNN evaluates the forward concealed sequence \( \tilde{h}_t \), the backward hidden sequence \( \hat{h}_t \), and the document variable \( y \) by repeating the reversible level from \( t = T \) to 1, the forward rate from \( t = 1 \) to \( T \), and afterwards modifying the performance sheet, as shown in Figure 2 (Equations 16-18):
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**Figure 2.** BILSTM layer internal architecture
When BRNNs are combined with LSTM, bidirectional LSTM is formed, using a long-range background for both entryways. The use of serious structures, capable of building gradually better level depictions of acoustic knowledge, is a key element of the most recent hybrid approach. Deep RNNs can be created by piling several RNN hidden stages on top of each other, with such a single-level text series that serves as the time step only for the arriving, as shown in Figure 3. Assume that the very same hidden state feature is used in almost all N instances in the memory, \( n = 1 \) to \( N \) and \( t = 1 \) to \( T \) were used to compute the sequence of hidden vectors (Equation 19).

\[
h_t^n = H \left( W_{h} h_{t-1}^n + W_{h} h_{t}^n + b_h^n \right) \quad [19]
\]

Then we calculate \( h_0 = x \). The \( y_t \) machine output is in Equation 20.

\[
y_t = W_{h} h_t^N + b_y \quad [20]
\]

**Proposed Enhanced Deep Hierarchal Architecture**

The dataset includes 1400 utterances delivered by ten male and ten female performers. All of them are intended to express various emotions such as neutral tone, happiness, sadness, anger, boredom, fear and disgust. The input speech data is given to data augmentation, and its value is fixed as 10 so that single data is converted into ten samples. Additionally, this evaluation value takes a long time, and its space occupancy is very high. Therefore, the feature extractions were selected among many spatial features such as Spectral Centroid, Spectral Crest, Spectral Entropy, Spectral Flatness, Spectral Flux, Spectral Skewness, Spectral Slope and Temporal Feature MFCC were utilised to extract the features from augmented data.

Then the data from feature extraction were converted into sequential data and passed into LSTM or BILSTM (where one will be selected–either LSTM or BILSTM). The layers and features were analysed, and then it is passed to the next LSTM layer with the introduction of the dropout layer, where gradient and overfitting of feature extraction can be minimised. Again, the features were analysed in LSTM or BILSTM (where one will be selected) and the layers and will be passed on to a fully connected layer with the addition of a second dropout layer, as shown in Figure 3. Thus, the fully connected layer connects all the nodes and passes the data to the soft matrix and classification layers to classify the types of emotions for the testing data.
Among other spectral features, these features were examined individually and finally concatenated by normalising the features. Then the mean and standard deviations were identified for the entire data samples according to each emotion. Even though augmentation gives a better result of overfitting, the dropout layer is also used to enhance the efficiency of emotional speech recognition. Thus, the overfitting can be reduced at the maximum level. Three dropout layers are used for the analysis dropout. Layer 1 is fixed with 0.5, Layer 2 is 0.6, and Layer 3 is 0.8. The range lies between 0 to 1, and where the standard level for dropout is 0.5, and by increasing the level to 0.8, overfitting will be reduced in the higher range.

The number of units for each LSTM and BILSTM is 250, with a total of 500 units utilised for this design architecture with an initial learning rate of 0.03. For the training optimisation, all three techniques were taken into consideration for better efficiency. From the analysis of Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA), ADAM, SGDM and RMSPROP with minibatch size as 250, the drop period of learning rate is fixed as two and max epochs is taken as 10, so that WOA optimisation shows better performance more than other techniques. Thus, as shown in Figure 3, all four-design architecture experimented with these parameters for the Tamil emotional dataset. The other properties which were analysed by fixing the values for the audio dataset are follows. The pitch shifting probability is given as 0.5, with the time-shifting probability as 1, the volume control probability as 0.7, the volume gain range is -6 to 6, the time stretch probability as 0.5 and the range lies between 0 to 1, with the noise add probability as 1 and SNR range between -30 to 50.

Figure 3. Proposed design flow architecture
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Enhanced Deep Hierarchical LSTM & LSTM (EDHLL) Architecture

As stated, within the layout flow and with the parameters for the input, emotional speech signals are prepared with the inclusion of spectral features, concatenation, and data augmentation with dropout level. The functionality of the EDHLL designs is examined to attain a conclusion that EDHLL design makes a confusion matrix with ten-fold cross-validation. Since cross folding is arbitrary, each evaluation result exhibits different precision amounts for a different dataset with a mean of five assessments viewed for precision rate.

In the assessment stage, a total of 250 emotional samples were clustered into five datasets, and 50 samples for each dataset were randomly taken in order to analyse the maximum efficiency of this architecture, such that a mean of five dataset accuracy was considered as the overall efficiency for the designed deep learning architecture.

From the five datasets analysis of ten folds cross valuation, an average value was grabbed for every fold and general accuracy, as shown in Figure 4. Thus, Fold four, nine and ten show 97.2% of reliability, Fold five, seven and eight show 93.7% of reliability.

It is shown in Figure 5, where some folds likewise show much better overall accuracy performance with around 80%, and the typical total accuracy rate obtained for the entire five datasets is 92.12%. By examining the private functionality of five datasets, the fourth dataset shows a much better recognition rate of 92.9%.

By studying the time factor, among the five datasets, the time taken for evaluation and classification training were considered and shown in Figure 5. While shooting the mean worth, it is apparent that for the instruction of EDHLL, the requirement was around 0.50 seconds of evaluation time and 4.59 minutes of training time.

By thinking about the unique performance of training and evaluation time as captured in different dataset collections, the time taken in the fourth dataset is less than 0.51 minutes and 4.4 minutes for evaluation and training.

From Figure 6, it can be understood that the accuracy level of all five datasets simulation has been established. As the cross-validation folds are arbitrary, the accuracy amount changes randomly according to the fifth dataset execution. However, in each execution, it lies in the range between 91.15% to 92.9%. Among the simulation of the fifth dataset, the fourth dataset shows greater precision and efficiency rate of 92.9% more than the outcome of another dataset.

Finally, in thinking about the precision amount of each feeling as revealed in Figure 7, it is apparent that for the fourth dataset of Tamil emotional samples, the EDHLL design provides 92.9% effectiveness. However, in the confusion matrix, emotions such as anger and fear give a higher rate of 100%.

Emotions, such as happiness and neutral tone show, 98% accuracy. Also, this model lags in other emotional states. For example, emotions of boredom and disgust lag in the
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Figure 4. EDHLL cross fold output for five datasets

Figure 5. EDHLL evaluation time and training time for five datasets

Figure 6. EDHLL overall accuracy rate for five datasets
EDHLL model. About 72% and 88% of accuracy has been obtained in both states, and it shows the lowest efficiency rate on all emotions. Overall, the accuracy rate is better than DHLL design architecture.

Enhanced Deep Hierarchical LSTM & BILSTM (EDHLB) Architecture

The functionality of the EDHLB designs was examined to attain a conclusion that EDHLB design makes a confusion matrix with ten-fold cross-validation. Since cross folding is arbitrary and each evaluation result exhibits a different precision amount for a different dataset with a mean of five assessments, this was viewed for precision rate. Again, the same five datasets used in the earlier model are used to evaluate the EDHLB design architecture in the assessment stage. Fifty samples for each dataset are randomly taken to analyse the maximum efficiency of this architecture. A mean of five dataset accuracies was considered as the overall efficiency for the designed deep learning architecture.

From the 5-dataset analysis of ten folds cross valuation, an average value was grabbed for every fold and general accuracy. Thus, fold ten shows 98.2% of reliability and also fold five, eight and nine shows 96.56% of reliability as shown in Figure 8, where other folds likewise show a better overall performance of accuracy, which stands around 80% to 93% and also the typical total accuracy rate obtained for the entire five dataset is 92.44%. By examining the private functionality of the fifth datasets, the fourth dataset shows a better recognition rate of 93.13%.
By studying the time factor, among the five datasets, the time taken for evaluation and classification training were considered and shown in Figure 9. While shooting, the mean worth it is apparent that the instruction of EDHLB requires around 1.05 minutes of evaluation time and 5.14 minutes of training time.

Thinking of the unique performance of training and evaluation time captured in different dataset collection, the time taken for the third dataset is less than 0.55 minutes with 4.18 minutes for evaluation and training.

Figure 10 indicates that the accuracy level of all five-dataset simulations has been established. As the cross-validation folds are arbitrary, the accuracy amount changes randomly according to the dataset in five executions, but it lies between 91.13% to 93.13% in each execution. Thus, among the simulation of the fifth dataset, the fourth dataset shows greater precision and efficiency rate of 93.13% and more than the outcome of another dataset.

Figure 8. EDHLB cross fold output for five datasets

Figure 9. EDHLB evaluation time and training time for five datasets
Finally, by thinking about the precision amount of each feeling as revealed in Figure 11, it is apparent that for the fourth dataset of Tamil emotional samples, the EDHLB design provides 93.1% effectiveness. In the confusion matrix, emotions such as happiness, anger and fear give a higher rate of 100%, and emotions such as disgust and neutral tone show 98% accuracy.

This model too lags with regard to other emotional states. The emotions of boredom and sadness lag in the EDHLB model, and only 62% and 94% of accuracy have been obtained in both states, and it shows the lowest efficiency rate of all emotions. Overall, the accuracy rate is better than the DHLB design architecture.
Enhanced Deep Hierarchical BILSTM & LSTM (EDHBL) Architecture

The functionality of the EDHBL designs is examined to attain a conclusion that EDHBL design makes a confusion matrix with ten-fold cross-validation. Since cross folding is arbitrary, each evaluation result exhibits different precision amounts for different datasets with a mean of five assessments, which were viewed for precision rate. Again, the same five datasets used in previous models are used to evaluate EDHBL design architecture in the assessment stage. Fifty samples for each dataset were randomly taken to analyse the maximum efficiency of this architecture. A mean of five dataset accuracy was considered the overall efficiency for the designed deep learning architecture.

From the 5-dataset analysis of ten folds cross valuation, an average value was grabbed for every fold for general accuracy. Thus, fold five, eight, nine and ten shows 98.2% of reliability and folds two, three, four and six show 94.26% of reliability as in Figure 12, where some folds likewise show a much better overall performance of accuracy around 80% to 93% and also the typical total mean accuracy rate obtained for entire five datasets is 94.15%. By examining the private functionality of the fifth dataset, the fourth datasets show a much better recognition rate of 95.7%.

In studying the time factor, among the five datasets, the time taken for evaluation and classification training was considered in Figure 13. While shooting, the mean worth it becomes apparent that the instruction of EDHBL requires around 1.38 minutes of evaluation time and 4.32 minutes of training time.

In thinking about the unique performance of training and evaluation time captured in different dataset collections, the time taken for the third dataset is as little as 1.12 minutes and 4.25 minutes for evaluation and training.

From Figure 14, there is evidence that the accuracy level of all five-dataset simulations has been established. As the cross-validation folds are arbitrary, the accuracy amount changes randomly according to the dataset in five executions. In each execution, the range is between 93.41% to 95.7%. For example, among the simulation of the fifth dataset, the fourth dataset shows a greater precision and efficiency rate of 95.7% than the outcome of the other dataset.

Finally, considering the precision amount of each feeling as revealed in Figure 15, it becomes apparent that for the fourth dataset of Tamil emotional samples, EDHBL design provides 93.1% of effectiveness. In the confusion matrix, emotions such as happiness, anger and neutral tone give a higher rate of 100%. Emotions such as fear and sadness show 98% and 94% of accuracy.

Also, this model lags in other emotional states and emotions such as boredom and disgust lag in the EDHBL model, and only 90% & 88% of accuracy is obtained in both states. It shows the lowest efficiency rate of all emotions. Overall, the accuracy rate is better than DHBL design architecture.
Figure 12. EDHLB cross fold output for five datasets

Figure 13. EDHLB evaluation and training time for five datasets

Figure 14. EDHLB overall accuracy rate for five datasets
Enhanced Deep Hierarchical BILSTM & BILSTM (EDHBB) Architecture

The functionality of EDHBB designs was examined to conclude that EDHBB designs make a confusion matrix with ten-fold cross-validation. Since cross folding is arbitrary, each evaluation result exhibits different precision amounts for different datasets, a mean of five assessments was viewed for precision rate. Again, the same five datasets were used as in the previous model to evaluate EDHBB design architecture in the assessment stage. Fifty samples for each dataset were randomly taken in order to analyze the maximum efficiency of this architecture. A mean of five dataset accuracy was considered as the overall efficiency for the designed deep learning architecture.

From the 5-dataset analysis of ten folds cross valuation, an average value was grabbed for every fold and general accuracy. Thus, fold five and nine show 99.42% reliability and also folds four, seven, eight and ten show 95.4% reliability as shown in Figure 16, where some folds likewise show a better overall performance of accuracy of around 80% to 93% and also the typical total mean accuracy rate obtained for the entire five datasets is 93.19%. By examining the private functionality of the fifth dataset, the fourth dataset shows a better recognition rate of 94%.

In studying the time factor, among the five datasets, the time taken for evaluation and classification training was considered in Figure 17. While shooting, the mean worth, it is apparent that the instruction of EDHBB requires around 2.06 minutes of evaluation time and 5.17 minutes of training time.
In thinking about the unique performance of training and evaluation, the time captured in different dataset collections, the time is taken for the third dataset is as little as 1.04 minutes and 5.01 minutes for evaluation and training.

Figure 18 indicates that the accuracy level of all five-dataset simulations has been established. As the cross-validation, the folds are arbitrary; the accuracy amount changes randomly according to the dataset in 5 executions. In each execution, it lies in the range of 92.56% to 93.98%. Among the simulation of five datasets, the second dataset shows greater precision and efficiency rate of 93.98% more than the outcome of the other datasets.

Finally, thinking about the precision amount of each feeling, as revealed in Figure 19, it is apparent that for the second dataset of Tamil emotional samples, the EDHBB design provides 93.98% effectiveness. In the confusion matrix, emotions such as happiness, anger and fear give a higher rate of 100%. Moreover, emotions such as neutral tone and disgust show 96% and 94% accuracy.
Also, this model lags in other emotional states. Emotions such as boredom and sadness lag in the EDHBL model. Only 78% and 90% of accuracy is obtained in both states and shows the lowest efficiency of all emotions. Overall, the accuracy rate is better than the DHBB design architecture.

Tables 1 and 2 show the overall performance of the complete designs. When comparing the base models of LSTM and BILSTM, EDHBL shows better performance than the other models. The EDHBB achieves comparable performance to EDHBL, and both models give average accuracy of 95.7% and 94% for the collected Tamil emotional database.
When comparing the training time to identify the different emotional classifications for the input of 50 samples, it was learnt that the training time and the evaluation time also varied in each dataset. However, only seconds of variation can be identified. EDHBL shows a lower training time than the other models in the testing phase, and it takes only 4.13 minutes to complete the training. The other models have a lag in time for the training process. The average training time taken by the EDHBL model is 4.32 minutes, where other models take more than 30 seconds slightly to complete the training.

Table 1
Cross fold accuracy of EDH LL/LB/BL/BB Layers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fold Accuracy/Methodology</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>BILSTM</th>
<th>EDHLL</th>
<th>EDHLB</th>
<th>EDHBL</th>
<th>EDHBB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fold 1</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 2</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 3</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 4</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 5</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 6</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 7</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 8</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 9</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 10</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Overall performance of EDH LL/LB/BL/BB Layers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Performance (Among 5 dataset)</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>BILSTM</th>
<th>EDHLL</th>
<th>EDHLB</th>
<th>EDHBL</th>
<th>EDHBB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best Accuracy</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>93.13</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average accuracy</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>92.12</td>
<td>92.44</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>93.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Evaluation Time</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Evaluation Time</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Training Time</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Training Time</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When comparing the training time to identify the different emotional classifications for the input of 50 samples, it was learnt that the training time and the evaluation time also varied in each dataset. However, only seconds of variation can be identified. EDHBL shows a lower training time than the other models in the testing phase, and it takes only 4.13 minutes to complete the training. The other models have a lag in time for the training process. The average training time taken by the EDHBL model is 4.32 minutes, where other models take more than 30 seconds slightly to complete the training.

After training, the evaluation time for all models EDHBL lag when compared with the other models. Even though EDHBB shows comparable performance towards EDHLL and EDHBB, it takes additional to evaluate the testing database. The time is reduced by 50% in EDHLL. Around 1.12 minutes were taken to evaluate the database in the EDHBL model with an average time of 1.38 minutes. In contrast, EDHBB took around 1.4 minutes to complete the evaluation, and EDHLB took 0.55 minutes for evaluating the dataset. Though it lags in training time, it shows better results in training time.
Most efficiently, Enhanced Deep Hierarchical BILSTM and LSTM give better performance than the basic models of LSTM and BILSTM. For example, when comparing the cross folds from the above table in EDHBL folds 7, 9 and 10, it gives an accuracy rate of 100%, and in EDHBB also folds 5, 6 and 9 yield an accuracy of 100%. However, the EDHBL model takes slightly more time for training and is best in evaluation, whereas other techniques take a few more seconds to complete the evaluation. The results obtained from different models have been generated and presented effectively in this paper. Thus, further design layers can enhance this model and optimise its use with added computation and data.

**CONCLUSION**

Since the ordinary feedforward neural networks cannot deal with speech information for the maximum accuracy rate, the RNNs were exposed to grab the temporal dependencies of speech information were taken into account. RNNs cannot take care of the extended dependencies of gradient vanishing issues and also with regard to overfitting. Therefore, LSTMs and BILSTM were introduced to overcome the shortcomings of RNNs. In this study, the limitations of gradient vanishing, long term dependencies and overfitting problems have been reduced with an augmented data approach for SER. It improves the recognition accuracy and reduces the limitations when the overall model cost computation and processing time are considered.

In this paper, four new architecture designs were developed to select an efficient sequence for Tamil emotional speech: Enhanced Deep Hierarchal LSTM & BILSTM (EDHLB), Enhanced Deep Hierarchal BILSTM & LSTM (EDHBL), EDHLL and EDHBB. In enhancing the DHLL, DHLB, DHBL, and DHBB models with data augmentation and concatenation of MFCC & Spectral Feature problems such as overfitting, gradient exploding, and long-term dependencies were reduced to the maximum rate. Furthermore, training time and evaluation time were considered for experimental analysis properties such as the average accuracy rate. From the analysis, EDHBL shows better performance when compared to all other modes. The best accuracy rate is approximately 95.7%, with a minimal training time of 4.13 minutes, and the evaluation time of 1.12 minutes was obtained from EDHBL architecture. Therefore, for the collected Tamil emotional database, emotions such as anger, sadness, neutral tone, happiness, and fear show an efficiency rate of 100%. On the other hand, motions such as disgust and boredom still lag in the accuracy rate. Also, the EDHBB model indicates a result of 94%. Hence for the collected Tamil emotional dataset, the EDHBL model was considered to perform better when compared with other models with an average computation of accuracy rate of 94.1%, evaluation time of 1.38 minutes and training time of 4.32 minutes.
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